
Inside LCFA’s Mission to Fund Young
Investigator Grants: Research is the Key

to Saving Lives
Show Notes

LCFA's driving mission is to fund Young Investigator grants, the critical early-stage research that
paves the way to much bigger funding for treatment breakthroughs and clinical trials. It's this
cutting-edge research that is leading to some of the most exciting, innovative lung cancer
research that will ultimately lead to saving lives and helping people living with lung cancer live
longer, healthier lives. Listen in to a fascinating behind-the-scenes conversation with LCFA's
founders and the head of its scientific advisory board about the importance of this funding in the
fight against lung cancer.

A Block Guest: Dr. David Carbone of The Ohio State University
● Starting timecode: 00:00
● Speaker bio: Dr. Carbone is a medical oncologist who specializes in creating

cutting-edge treatments for patients with lung cancer.

●
● Resources:

○ Read more about Dr. Carbone’s background
○ Hope With Answers: Living With Lung Cancer podcast episodes featuring Dr.

Carbone
■ The First 7 Days: Get the right diagnosis, treatment, and health care team

https://lcfamerica.org/about/advisory/board/dr-david-carbone-m-d-ph-d/
https://lcfamerica.org/podcast/07-1-how-to-get-the-right-diagnosis-the-right-treatment-plan-and-the-right-team/


■ The First 7 Days: Do you speak cancer? Learning a new lung cancer
vocabulary

■ The First 7 Days: Finding a new normal: How to talk to your family about
your lung cancer diagnosis & using the Internet wisely

■ I Have Lung Cancer-- What now?
■ Why clinical trials are important, even during Covid

○ Hope With Answers videos featuring Dr. Carbone
■ Intro Early Detection
■ Intro Biomarker Testing
■ Intro Staging Lung Cancer
■ Intro KRAS Biomarker
■ Intermediate Early Detection
■ Intermediate Lung Cancer Staging
■ Intermediate Biomarker Testing
■ Intermediate KRAS Biomarker
■ In-Depth KRAS Biomarker

B Block Guests:
● Starting timecode: 22:40

Marta Kauffman,
LCFA Board
Member &
Hollywood
Producer

Dr. Alice Berger,
LCFA Young
Investigator

Dr. Christine Lovly,
LCFA Young
Investigator

Dr. Jarushka
Naidoo, LCFA
Young Investigator

https://lcfamerica.org/podcast/07-2-do-you-speak-cancer-learning-a-new-lung-cancer-vocabulary/
https://lcfamerica.org/podcast/07-2-do-you-speak-cancer-learning-a-new-lung-cancer-vocabulary/
https://lcfamerica.org/podcast/07-3-finding-a-new-normal-how-to-talk-to-your-family-about-your-lung-cancer-diagnosis-using-the-internet-wisely/
https://lcfamerica.org/podcast/07-3-finding-a-new-normal-how-to-talk-to-your-family-about-your-lung-cancer-diagnosis-using-the-internet-wisely/
https://lcfamerica.org/podcast/01-i-have-lung-cancer-what-now/
https://lcfamerica.org/podcast/9-2-why-are-clinical-trials-important-even-during-covid-19/
https://youtu.be/yuqoEHmJo5g
https://youtu.be/85Ih9xh9u4Q
https://youtu.be/6szCK1vVqHg
https://youtu.be/0j4i-OitWyg
https://youtu.be/k5OVnYZK0dw
https://youtu.be/lRm-BQXqnGE
https://youtu.be/1V8baKTIc8A
https://youtu.be/BCCLUvhlhQU
https://youtu.be/Mqrb3pAQTAs
https://lcfamerica.org/about/board/director/marta-kauffman/
https://lcfamerica.org/research-grants/grants/awarded/dr-alice-berger/
https://lcfamerica.org/research-grants/grants/awarded/christine-lovly/
https://lcfamerica.org/research-grants/grants/awarded/jarushka-naidoo/
https://lcfamerica.org/research-grants/grants/awarded/jarushka-naidoo/


Dr. Triparna Sen,
LCFA Young
Investigator

● Resources:
○ LCFA Grant Recipients
○ LCFA Grant Opportunities
○ Meet the LCFA Young Investigators
○ Donate to help fund LCFA’s mission of funding cutting-edge lung cancer research

LCFA’s mission is the improvement in survivorship of lung cancer patients through the funding of
transformative science.

While raising funds to support lung cancer research, LCFA will raise the public’s awareness and
serve as a resource for patients or anyone seeking answers, hope, and access to updated
treatment information, scientific investigation, and clinical trials.

You can also join the conversation with LCFA on Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram.

https://lcfamerica.org/research-grants/grants/awarded/dr-triparna-sen/
https://lcfamerica.org/research-grants/grants/
https://lcfamerica.org/research-grants/opportunities/
https://lcfamerica.org/research-grants/meet-the-investigators/
https://lcfamerica.org/get-involved/donate-to-lung-cancer-research/
https://www.facebook.com/lungcancerfoundation/
https://twitter.com/lcfamerica
https://www.instagram.com/lcfamerica/

